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^ 1909        Two letters to bis wife, who happened to be out of London during
ge 56 some of this time, give vivid glimpses of the wrestlings of these
days :
Asquith to his Wife.
10 downing street.
Feb. 20, 1909.
The Bang's speech was on the whole well received and the debate so
far has been eventless, but there is considerable underground rumbling
and agitation over the Navy. The economists are in a state of wild
alarm, and Winston and LI. G. by their combined machinations have
got the bulk of the Liberal press into the same camp. There is no real
danger in the Cabinet—both J. Morley and Loulou (Lewis Harcourt)
for various reasons being very disinclined to make common cause with
the other two. They (the two) go about darkly hinting at resignation
(which is bluff) and there will in any case be a lot of steam let off, and
at any rate a temporary revival of the old pro-Boer animus. I am able
to keep a fairly cool head amidst it all, but there are moments when
I am disposed summarily to cashier them both. E. Grey is a great
stand-by, always, sound, temperate, and strong.
Feb. 25, 1909.
We had our final Cabinet on the Navy yesterday, and I was quite
prepared for a row and possible disruption. A sudden curve developed
itself of which I took immediate advantage, with the result that strangely
enough we came to a conclusion which satisfied McKenna and Grey and
also II. G. and Winston. The effect will be to make us stronger in 1912
than McKenna's original proposal would have done.
A time was to come when all the parties to this controversy were
thankful that it ended so; but at the moment the triumph of the
big-navy party strengthened the determination of the Radicals that
there should be no weakening on the Budget. If money had to be
frrand for the great shipbuilding programme, money, they insisted,
should be found also for the social reforms upon which the party
had set its heart, and found by those who could best afford the
sacrifice and had been loudest in calling for the increased armaments.
Mr. Lloyd George leapt to the occasion. It took him at a bound out
of the ruck of conventional Chancellors of the Exchequer, engaged
him in the kind of controversy in which he most delighted, promised
new issues and adventures for a party which after three years was
beginning to feel the inevitable reaction. In the light of later ex-
perience the raising of fourteen millions of extra taxation seems so
modest an enterprise that it is difficult to think of it as furnishing
ia&terial for either a heroic effort on the part of a Chancellor of the
Exchequer or a convulsive protest on the part of those who were
tipoa to pay, An income-tax rising on a graduated scale

